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Direct detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using high-contrast pH-sensitive dyes
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The worldwide coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic has had devastating effects on health, healthcare infrastructure,
social structure, and economics. One of the limiting factors in containing the spread of this virus has been the lack
of widespread availability of fast, inexpensive, and reliable methods for testing of individuals. Frequent screening
for infected and often asymptomatic people is a cornerstone of pandemic management plans. Here, we introduce 2
pH-sensitive “LAMPshade” dyes as novel readouts in an isothermal Reverse Transcriptase Loop-mediated isother-
mal AMPlification amplification assay for severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 RNA. The resulting Jane-
liaLAMP assay is robust, simple, inexpensive, and has low technical requirements, and we describe its use and
performance in direct testing of contrived and clinical samples without RNA extraction.
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INTRODUCTION

In the wake of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
pandemic, there has been a significant worldwide effort
toward the development of tests that effectively identify
severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2)-infected individuals. Management strategies for
the COVID-19 outbreak are often centered on the ability
to conduct widespread testing for the SARS-CoV-2 virus.
Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) is the gold-standard
assay for virus detection, as it is quantitative, robust, and
uses equipment and protocols common in clinical testing
laboratories. qRT-PCR assays are best suited for use in cen-
tralized testing facilities designed to handle large numbers
of patient samples shipped from different sampling loca-
tions. This process requires transport logistics, expensive
equipment, and technical expertise, however, which can
lead to long turnaround times for test results. In addition,
reliance on a single assay places pressure on the supply chain
for test components, allowing possible disruptions under
high demands. Finally, there is a need for more rapid and
inexpensive tests that could be applied at point-of-care,
near-patient venues or in surveillance testing. To diversify
the testing arsenal and to enable alternative testing

modalities, we have developed JaneliaLAMP (jLAMP), a
reverse transcriptase (RT)-LAMP assay for the SARS-
CoV-2 viral RNA that is inexpensive and simple to
perform.

The LAMP technique is an isothermal nucleic acid
amplification method developed 20 y ago, 1 and it has
been used to detect a variety of human pathogens. 2

LAMP typically uses a set of 6 primers, which create a
dumbbell-shaped single DNA strand with end loops cre-
ated by self-annealing segments. This substrate is then
amplified by other primers using a strand-displacing ther-
mostable DNA polymerase in an isothermal reaction.
The method has been adapted to include RT to create
the cDNA LAMP template from RNA viruses (Fig. 1A).
3 The LAMP reaction produces large amounts of DNA,
and a molecule of pyrophosphate and a proton are released
for each nucleobase added in the DNA synthesis process
(Fig. 1A). All 3 of these LAMP products have been used
to determine the progress of the reaction. 1,4 Protons can
be detected by using weakly buffered conditions, which
allows a large decrease in pH to accompany DNA synthesis;
this can be read out by colorimetric dyes, as pioneered by
Tanner et al. 5 Here, we introduce 2 novel high-contrast
pH indicators, called “LAMPshade” dyes, and demonstrate
their use in jLAMP assays for the detection of SARS-CoV-2
viral RNA. These dyes can be used as both colorimetric and
fluorescent readouts. Using inactivated SARS-COV-2 virus
and clinical samples, we show that the jLAMP assay does
not require RNA extraction, performing well in a direct
testing protocol from common viral transport media. We
demonstrate sensitivity, specificity, stability, and validation
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using clinical nasopharyngeal (NP) swab samples and
extend the jLAMP protocol to direct testing from saliva.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
LAMPshade dyes

Novel pH indicator dyes were synthesized as previously
described: 4,5,6,7-tetrafluoro-Si-fluorescein (LAMPshade
Violet) and carbofluorescein (LAMPshade Magenta). 6,7

We routinely distribute fluorescent dyes and have limited
quantities available. Please contact T. Brown or L. Lavis
for dye requests. Stock solutions of the LAMPshade dyes
were prepared in high-quality DMSO at 1–10 mM and
stored at 220�C in DMSO. These were diluted to 2.5
mM or 0.25 mM in nuclease-free water prior to use as
253 working stocks for a final assay concentration of
100 mM and 10 mM, respectively. Frozen stock dyes were
diluted into aqueous solution fresh on the day of the assay
or within master mixes stored at 220�C. We routinely
keep our dyes protected from light as a general precaution
against unwanted photochemical reactions.

SARS-CoV-2 RT-LAMP reaction optimization

We screened LAMP primers for SARS-CoV-2 detection
from prior work 8–10 and found the best performance using

those of D. Wang, which were designed to detect the viral
N gene: D.Wang N-gene Forward Loop Primer, D.Wang
N-gene Backward Inner Primer, D.Wang N-gene Forward
Outer Primer, D.Wang N-gene Backward Outer Primer,
D.Wang N-gene Forward Loop Primer and D.Wang N-
gene Backward Loop Primer. These and other oligonucleo-
tides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
with standard desalting and are listed in Table 1.

RT-LAMP reactions contained 8 mM MgSO4, 30
mM KCl, 1% Tween 20, 1.6 mM or 0.8 mM FIB/BIP pri-
mers as referenced, 0.2 mM F3/B3 primers, 0.4 mM FL/BL
primers, 1.4 mM each deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate,
colorimetric/fluorescent dyes as above, 7 U of WarmStart
Reverse Transcriptase [M0380; New England Biolabs
(NEB), Ipswich, MA, USA], 8 U of 120,000 U/ml Bst
2.0 polymerase (NEB MO537), 40 U of NxGen RNase
Inhibitor (Lucigen 30281) when working with Universal
Transport Media (UTM), Viral Transport Media
(VTM), or patient samples. MgSO4 (M65; Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and KCl (P9333; Milli-
poreSigma, Burlington, MA, USA) stocks were made using
nuclease-free water prior to dilution to working concentra-
tions. The pH was adjusted depending on the sample.
Table 2 defines the appropriate buffer conditions for
each type of reaction. When using VTM or water with

A B

C

FIGURE 1

LAMP and LAMPshade dyes. A) Schematic of LAMP
assays for detection of SARS-CoV-2. Bst 2.0 is a strand-
displacing DNA polymerase (NEB) (B) pH absorbance/
fluorescence response curves. C) Dye photo properties
including maximum excitation and emission wave-
lengths, extinction coefficient, quantum yield, pKa, and
Hill coefficient. LSM; LAMPshadeMagenta, LSV; LAMP-
shde Violet
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LAMPshade Violet, reactions were run using 1 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 9.5) and 0.5 mM KOH. To account for HEPES
buffer, reactions with UTM were run using 2 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 9.5) and 1 mM KOH. Test samples were typi-
cally added at 2 ml, although 4 ml can be tolerated. The final
reaction volume was 25 ml.

The DW N primer reactions were run at 60�C
with positive/negative readouts after 45 min. The
pH-dependent color change could be quantitatively defined
by absorbance or fluorescence. However, to establish a low-
cost and technically minimal procedure, we chose to rely on
visual inspection and qualitatively define a negative reaction
as one that retained the negative control color intensity and
a positive reaction as one which retained no color when
viewed against a white background. Reactions were heated
using either an Applied Biosystems 2720 or GeneAmp
9700 thermocycler. Use of a water bath with mineral oil
sample overlay yielded equivalent performance. Reactions
were typically monitored and photographed at 15-min
intervals to document reaction progress. Preliminary assay
optimization was performed with quantified N gene plas-
mid DNA (10006625; Integrated DNA Technologies)
and in vitro transcribed RNA. However, we sought to uti-
lize a standard that would more closely mimic clinical tests

T A B L E 1

Oligonucleotides used in this study

Name Purpose Sequence

DW N FIP LAMP 5'-tcccctactgctgcctggagttttcggcagtcaagcctcttc-3'
DW N BIP LAMP 5'-tcctgctagaatggctggcaattttttttgctctcaagctggttca-3'
DW N F3 LAMP 5'-gccaaaaggcttctacgca-3'
DW N B3 LAMP 5'-tttggccttgttgttgttgg-3'
DW N LF LAMP 5'-cgactacgtgatgaggaacga-3'
DW N LB LAMP 5'-gcggtgatgctgctct-3'
HCoV-229E-N-T7-fwd IVT 5'-gaaattaatacgactcactataggatggctacagtcaaatgggctgat-3'
HCoV-229E-N-full-rev IVT 5'-ttagttgacttcatcaattatgtcagt-3'
229E-N-fwd qPCR 5'-cgcaagaattcagaaccagag-3'
229E-N-rev qPCR 5'-gggagtcaggttcttcaacaa-3'
229E-N-Probe qPCR 5'-6-FAM-ccacacttcaatcaaaagctcccaaatg-IBFQ-3'
SARS-T7-Fwd IVT 5'-gaaattaatacgactcactataggatgtctgataatggaccccaaaac-3'
SARS-Rev2 IVT 5'-gaccacgtctcccaaatgcttg-3'
MERS-T7-Fwd IVT 5'-gaaattaatacgactcactataggatggcatcccctgctgcacctcg-3'
MERS-Rev2 IVT 5'-ggtccgcgaagaccaaaagcttg-3'
RPP30(13) FIP LAMP 5'- agtttctccatggagaagcgcttttctgtttgggctctctgaa-3'
RPP30(13) BIP LAMP 5'-tatctctacagtgaagaaacctcggttttttcttggaagctggaagac-3'
RPP30(13) F3 LAMP 5'-tgacgtggcaaatctagg-3'
RPP30(13) B3 LAMP 5'-actggggcattcttttcag-3'
RPP30(13) LF LAMP 5'-gttggtggacaccgc-3'
RPP30(13) LB LAMP 5'-ccatcagaaggagatgaagatt-3'
18S FIP LAMP 5'-tggcctcagttccgaaaaccaattttcctggataccgcagctagg-3'
18S BIP LAMP 5'-ggcattcgtattgcgccgctttttggcaaatgctttcgctctg-3'
18S F3 LAMP 5'-gttcaaagcaggcccgag-3'
18S B3 LAMP 5'-cctccgactttcgttcttga-3'
18S LF LAMP 5'-agaaccgcggtcctattccattatt-3'
18S LB LAMP 5'-attcttggaccggcgcaag-3'
RPP30 T7 Fwd IVT 5'-gaaattaatacgactcactatagggtcatgggacttcagcatgg-3'
RPP30 Rev IVT 5'- ttaaaacaagaggaactaaagtcactt-3'
RPP30q Fwd qPCR 5'-agatttggacctgcgagcg-3'
RPP30q Rev qPCR 5'-ttctgacctgaaggctctgcgcg-3'
Rpp30 probe qPCR 5'-FAM-gagcggctgtctccacaagt-BHQ-1-3'

IVT, In VitroTranscription

T A B L E 2

Variable buffer composition optimizations for VTM

Medium Indicator
mM Tris
pH 8.5

mM Tris
pH 9.5

mM
KOH

UTM LSM — 2 1
UTM LSV — 2 1
VTM LSM 1 — 1
VTM LSV — 1 0.5
Saline LSM 2 — 1
Saline LSV — 1 0.5
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and found more consistent performance using heat-
inactivated SARS-CoV-2 virus (HI-SARS-CoV-2) (VR-
1986HK; American Type Culture Collection (ATCC),
Manassas, VA, USA, and NR-52286; BEI Resources).
Using half of the concentration of WarmStart RT (NEB)
was well tolerated; however, data presented in this manu-
script consistently used 7 U per reaction. Substituting
Maloney Murine Leukemia Virus-RT was not successful,
but Superscript IV RT and Maxima H minus RT could
feasibly be used in lieu of WarmStart RT, although this
required further optimization. Substitution of Bst 3.0
(M0374S; NEB) without WarmStart RT for Bst 2.0 was
unsuccessful. Addition of 40 mM guanidine hydrochloride
11 decreased the reaction time but also shortened the time
interval between the assay endpoint and the nonspecific
color conversion of the no-template controls.

Virus sample processing and yields

Human coronavirus 229E (HCov-229E) was obtained from
ATCC (VR-740) and propagated in MRC-5 cells cultured
in Eagle’s minimum essential medium supplemented with
10% v/v fetal bovine serum and 13 antibiotic-antimycotic
solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37�C, 5% CO2 incu-
bator. Upon the viral infection, cells were incubated at 35�C,
5% CO2 incubator for 2 h. The medium was replaced with
Eagle’s minimum essential medium with 2% fetal bovine
serum and 13 antibiotic-antimycotic solution and further
incubated at 35�C for 48–72 h until cytopathic effect was
exhibited. On the day of harvest, supernatant from the
infectedMRC-5 cells was collected. Dilute viral supernatants
were used directly in spike experiments. HCoV-229E qRT-
PCR standard for the viral N gene was prepared from viral
genomic RNA extracted from the original virus stock
(ATCC) using QiAmp viral RNA Mini Kit. The cDNA
was synthesized using PrimeScript first-strand cDNA synthe-
sis kit (Takara, Kyoto, Japan) followed by PCR with the pri-
mers HCoV-229E-N-T7-fwd and HCoV-229E-N-full-rev
(Table 1). PCR was performed using GoTaq Green Mix
(M7122; Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The in vitro transcribed RNA
was prepared using the T7 RiboMAX Express System
(1280; Promega).

For detection of HCoV-229E, SuperScript III Plati-
num One-Step qRT-PCR kit (11732088; Thermo Fisher
Scientific) was used. Additional MgSO4 was added to bring
the final [Mg21]5 3.8 mM. The reaction mixture was pre-
pared to 23 ml, and 2 ml of samples was added for a final
reaction volume of 25 ml. qRT-PCR was performed using
the Roche LC480 with the following condition: reverse
transcription at 55�C for 20 min, denaturation at 95�C
for 3 min, amplification of 50 cycles at 95�C for 15 s

followed by 58�C for 30 s, and cooling at 40�C for 30 s.
qRT-PCR primers for the N gene were 229E-N-fwd,
229E-N-rev, and 229E-N-Probe (Table 1). 12

In silico analysis of LAMP assay primers

To determine the organism exclusivity and specificity of the
DW LAMP primer set, we downloaded 44,899 genomes
from the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) Virus SARS-CoV-2 data hub (https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/labs/virus/vssi/#/) on December 9, 2020. We
selected 43,849 sequences that had an identifiable N gene
using the search string ATGTCTGATAATGGACCCCA
from RefSeq NC_045512.2 for the SARS-CoV-2 N
gene. The N gene sequences were extracted by selecting
up to 1260 bases downstream from the start of the search
string using a custom python script. This subset was filtered
to remove sequences containing homopolymers of 3 or
more undetermined (“N”) bases, leaving 41,889 high-
quality N gene sequences. This list was then filtered to
remove sequences that were,750 bases. This requirement
ensured the selected N genes would include the DWLAMP
primer set. The remaining 41,858 sequences were then
mapped to the the N gene RefSeq using Geneious Prime
software (Biomatters, Ltd., 2020 version), and the multiple
alignment was exported as a fasta alignment file. Per-base
mismatches were calculated by counting the number of
exact matches at each position and subtracting from
41,858 using Linux command line utilities. Sequence
homology between the DW LAMP primer set and
SARS-CoV ZJ01 was determined using the Map Primers
function in Geneious Prime, with NCBI accession
AY297028 as the reference and DW LAMP primers trun-
cated to remove the loop regions as the query. The analysis
was repeated for Middle East Respiratory-CoV using NC_
028752.1 as the reference.

LAMP assay specificity and exclusivity

Plasmid DNA templates were acquired from Integrated
DNA Technologies for MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV
(10006623 and 10006624). For SARS-CoV, MERS-
CoV2 RNA standards, PCR reactions were performed as
described above using a T7 promoter containing primer
sets targeting the N gene of each control plasmid using pri-
mers SARS-T7-Fwd, SARS-Rev2, MERS-T7-Fwd, and
MERS-Rev2 (Table 1). The PCR amplicons were con-
firmed by agarose electrophoresis and purified with DNA
clean-up columns (Zymo Research). RNA was synthesized
from clean PCR products using the T7 RiboMAX Express
System as above. The in vitro transcribed RNAs were puri-
fied with Monarch RNA Cleanup Kit (T2040; NEB),
divided into aliquots, and stored at 280�C until used.
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RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer
using appropriate extinction coefficients. Natrol Respira-
tory Panel 2 controls were purchased from Zeptometrix
(NATRPC2-BIO). RNA was extracted from these mixed-
organism panels using the QiAmp viral RNA Mini Kit
(52904; Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). qRT-PCR
for the HCoV-229E N gene was performed to confirm
the success of the RNA preparation from these panels,
which yielded 2030 HCoV-229E copies per ml.

Nonpatient test samples and transport media

Normal human saliva was purchased from BioIVT from 5
males and 5 females, with ages ranging from 27 to 42 y old,
and a mix of races including Asian, Black, Caucasian, and
Hispanic. Sputum was purchased from Discovery Life Sci-
ences (BBL0000-AI900368151011420DD). Sputum rem-
nant samples had been collected as potential tuberculosis
diagnoses but were deemed negative. Clean VTM was pre-
pared as described by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/
2019-ncov/downloads/Viral-Transport-Medium.pdf).
UTM is a proprietary formulation (Copan) and was
acquired and donated by Carolyn Walsh, MD. HI-
SARS-CoV-2 was purchased from ATCC or BEI (VR-
1986HK, ATCC, and NR-52286, BEI).

Patient sample collection and testing

SARS-CoV-2–negative and –positive NP swab samples
were obtained by agreement from Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. Samples had originally been collected in UTM and
tested by either the NeuMoDx SARS-CoV-2 or the Real-
Star(R) SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR assays. 13,14 An aliquot of
250 ml was frozen at 280�C after testing. In total, 30
SARS-CoV-2–positive samples (Ct values ranging from
14.13 to 41.35) and 10 SARS-CoV-2–negative samples
were included in this study.

RNAse P subunit 30 (RPP30) and 18S rRNA sample
integrity control LAMP. LAMP primers for the human
RPP30 RNA were designed using the online software
Primer Explorer v5 (available at http://primerexplorer.jp/
e/). The RPP30 primers are RNA specific, as they span at
least one genomic intron. RPP30(13) FIP, RPP30(13)
BIP, RPP30(13) F3, RPP30(13) B3, RPP30(13) LF, and
RPP30(13) LB are listed in Table 1. 18S rRNA primers
were adapted from Lamb et al. 15 18S FIP, 18S BIP, 18S
F3, 18S B3, 18S LF, and 18S LB are also shown in Table
1. RT-LAMP assays were done using unextracted dilutions
of human HEK293 cells. Cells were counted, resuspended
in water, and stored at280�C prior to direct use in LAMP
reactions. RPP30 RNA amounts in HEK293 were quanti-
fied using qRT-PCR against a reference control using

purified cellular RNA. For the RPP30 RNA standard, cel-
lular RNA from HEK293T cells was extracted, cDNA was
synthesized, PCR was performed with T7 promoter con-
taining primer sets, and the in vitro transcribed RNA was
prepared as described above. Primers for the in vitro tran-
scription amplicon are RPP30 T7 Fwd and RPP30 Rev.
qRT-PCR primers for the RPP30 gene are RPP30q Fwd,
RPP30q Rev, and Rpp30 probe (Table 1). Each
HEK293 cell was determined to contain on average 9.5
copies of detectable RPP30 RNA.

RESULTS
Use of novel pH indicator LAMPshade dyes

We screened a panel of possible pH-sensitive dyes based on
carbofluorescein and Si-fluorescein for their utility in
LAMP assays. We identified 2 compounds that showed
optimal contrast and perfomance: carbofluorescein
(LAMPshade Magenta) and 4,5,6,7-tetrafluoro-Si-fluores-
cein (LAMPshade Violet; Fig. 1B, C). 6,7 Examination of
the pH titration of these dyes reveal they both exhibit opti-
mal pKa values (pKa 5 7.08 and 7.48) for LAMP reactions
performed under low buffering capacity, which are initiated
at �pH 8.5 and are complete at �pH 6.0. 5 In addition,
both LAMPshade dyes exhibit a cooperative transition
between a highly colored dianionic species and a colorless
lactone form, resulting in a steep colorimetric/fluorometric
pH-dependent transition, reflected in their Hill coefficients
being greater than 1 (Fig 1C). We compared the pH sensi-
tivity of the LAMPshade dyes to the common pH indicator
Phenol Red, which has been used for visual detection of
LAMP reactions and is a component in commercial assay
kits (Fig. 2A). Aqueous solutions of the LAMPshade dyes
are highly colored at pH values above their pKa but are col-
orless at pH values below their pKa with a relatively steep
transition. In contrast, Phenol Red changes from red to yel-
low as pH decreases. The Phenol Red ratiometric readout
and shallower transition can lead to ambiguous determina-
tions, especially using visual readout with colorblind indi-
viduals. We then compared these dyes in LAMP assays
(Fig. 2B) using weakly buffered conditions. Consistent
with the pH titration, the LAMPshade dyes offer a greater
contrast because of their binary response and steeper color
transition. In addition to yielding colorimetric readouts by
eye, the LAMPshade dyes can be visualized using fluores-
cence excitation with a handheld UV light (Fig. 2C) or
measured in a fluorescence plate reader, a quantitative
PCR instrument, or other spectrometer or fluorometer
instrument. Here, we chose to focus on visual colorimetric
readout to minimize technical barriers.
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LAMP primers and reaction optimization

Having established the utility of the LAMPshade dyes in
the LAMP assay, we focused on optimizing the reaction
for SARS-CoV-2 detection. We envisioned jLAMP assay
workflow as displayed in Fig. 3A, where heat-treated
swab media or saliva is directly added to the jLAMP master
mix, heated at 60�C, and read out visually. First, we
screened several sets of LAMP primers 8–10 to achieve opti-
mum performance and found that those designed by D.
Wang 10 yielded the best sensitivity. We also designed pri-
mers specific for the human RPP30 and 18S rRNA genes to
be used to test sample integrity. Second, we considered the
buffer composition, as commercial assay kits use proprie-
tary formulations. Buffer choice is influenced by many fac-
tors, including the transport media used for the sample and
the specific pKa of the LAMPshade dye. After numerous
buffer iterations, we found 1–2 mM Tris-HCl buffer as
an acceptable starting concentration; higher concentrations

(.3 mM) resulted in reactions that were slower to change
the indicator color and prolonged the assay. The pH tuning
of these buffers for various VTM is shown in Table 2.
Finally, we optimized the assay duration, as LAMP primers
can form non-template-mediated self-constructions given
enough time, starting the exponential amplification. We
defined the endpoint of the assay as the time at least 30
min prior to the typical conversion of nontemplate control
sample; endpoints ranged from 30 to 60 min depending on
the primer set.

Effect of virus sample handling and processing in direct
qRT-PCR

RNA purification from patient samples is commonly
employed in qRT-PCR and other nucleic acid assays. To
reduce cost and complexity, we sought to define conditions
in which the jLAMP assay could function without RNA
extraction using direct addition of sample to the reaction.
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FIGURE 2

Colorimetric dye pH response and LAMP readouts with various pH indicators. A) Images of solutions of LAMPshade
Magenta, LAMPshade Violet, and Phenol Red at varying pH values ranging from pH 9.0 to 6.25 in 0.25-U increments,
left to right. B) Images of negative (2) and positive (1) jLAMP reactions under normal light. C) Images under handheld
UV (365 nm) light using LAMPshade Magenta and Violet.
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As a proxy for SARS-CoV-2, we used the nonlethal HCoV-
229E strain to test for the availability of viral RNA using
qRT-PCR under different conditions. The propagated
HCoV-229E was diluted and spiked into VTM or
deionized water. Samples were either processed by RNA
extraction followed by qRT-PCR or directly used in
qRT-PCR. Direct assay of HCoV-229E in VTM yielded
70% of the RNA-extracted sample (Fig. 3B). RNA detec-
tion from HCoV-229E in water was only 31% of the
RNA-extracted control. Additional experiments indicated
that serum proteins in VTM are responsible for the
increased recoveries relative to water (data not shown).
Assuming that HCoV-229E is similar to SARS-CoV-2,
we inferred from these data that direct testing of viral sam-
ples without RNA extraction was feasible with a 30% loss
of sensitivity when using VTM.

In addition to RNA extraction, clinical COVID-19
samples are often heat inactivated to limit viral exposure
during handling and then stored frozen. We tested the
effects of a heat inactivation and a single freeze/thaw cycle.
HCoV-229E was spiked into VTM and divided into 4
tubes. Each tube was further exposed to heat inactivation
at 65�C for 30 min and different storage conditions (Fig.
3C). Heat inactivation decreased the available RNA to
about 33% of the control but additional freeze/thaw
treatment did not further decrease the recovery. Thus,
employing both freeze/thaw and viral heat inactivation in
the testing workflow is reasonable but does further affect
sensitivity.

Limits of detection and false positives in viral
sample media

Although our RT-LAMP assay was initially developed with
synthetic RNA templates, we found that the most useful
biomimetic was to test various media that had been spiked
with known amounts of HI-SARS-CoV-2. Figure 4A dis-
plays data compiled from multiple independent experi-
ments to determine assay sensitivity in various CDC/World
Health Organization–approved nasal swab media used in
sample collection from patients with COVID-19. This
includes UTM, VTM, and normal saline (0.9% w/w).
Clean sample medium was spiked with various dilutions
of HI-SARS-CoV-2 virus (ATCC) and tested directly,
without RNA purification or processing. The 95% limit
of detection (LoD) is defined in the Food and Drug
Administration’s emergency use authorization guidelines
as the RNA copy number that is detected at 95% frequency
or better from at least 20 samples. UTM is somewhat inhib-
itory relative to VTM and saline, with 95% LoD values of
90.6, 45.3, and 22.6 RNA copies, respectively. The lowest
LoDs are 11.3, 2.8, and 2.8, respectively. UTM shows a
more defined detection cutoff below 11.3 RNA copies
per reaction (Fig. 4B).

LAMP reactions can yield false-positive results because
there is a small but significant probability for some combi-
nation of the 6 primers to self-assemble into nonspecific,
primer-only DNA amplifications. The frequency of these
events increases with time. We surveyed different reaction
durations to determine reaction conditions that balance

A

B C FIGURE 3

jLAMP assay optimization. A) Workflow of jLAMP assay.
B) Comparison of HCoV-229E viral RNA detected after
RNA purification or directly from samples in either
VTM or H2O. Data represent averages of 4 replicates
showing standard deviation bars. C) Effects of heat and
freeze-thaw treatments on RNA recovery in direct qRT-
PCR sample assays. Heat-inactivated (HI) samples were
heated to65�C for30min.Data represent averagesof trip-
licate samples with standard deviation bars.
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high sensitivity with low false positives for this endpoint
assay, arriving at 45 min of incubation. To validate this
choice using the DW primers, we tested the frequency of
nontemplate constructions using clean virus sample buffers.
In total, 20 replicates for each of the 3 samples buffers were
run without template (Fig. 4C). Only 1 tube of the 60 rep-
licates turned clear, representing a false-positive rate of
1.66%. As with all LAMP-based assays, increasing incuba-
tion time beyond this endpoint is expected to increase sen-
sitivity at the cost of greater false positivity.

LAMP sensitivity in spiked negative NP swab samples

We obtained clinical NP swab samples in UTM, which were
identified as negative for SARS-CoV-2 RNA by RT-PCR. A
subset of these samples (n5 13) were spiked with serial dilu-
tions of HI-SARS-CoV-2 virus and assayed to determine the
degree of inhibition that might be contributed by native
RNases, mucus, and other substances from nasal secretions
transferred into the swab media. Figure 5A shows the per-
cent detection at each of the SARS-CoV-2 dilution values.
Although in this specific experiment we did not achieve
the 95% LoD of 90.6 RNA copies, there was minimal inhi-
bition relative to clean UTM (Fig. 4B), and we could detect
lower amounts of RNA with modest reproducibility,

detecting 5.6 RNA copies and 2.8 RNA copies in 38.5%
and 30.8% of the samples, respectively.

Preliminary validation of LAMP using direct saliva
samples and sputum

To assess the feasibility of performing the LAMP assay
directly on saliva samples, we ran several experiments using
normal saliva spiked with HI-SARS-CoV-2. Untreated
saliva was inhibitory and showed a large variation between
samples. During initial trials using proteases to degrade
RNases, we found that treating samples at 95�C for 10
min needed for protease inactivation achieved the same
results with or without protease. Fig. 5B shows that after
heat treating saliva from 8 individuals and a subsequent
challenge with 23 viral copies, all samples supported
LAMP detection, albeit at varying detection efficiencies.
Sputum samples were also tested after treatment with
DTT and diluted prior to spiking with HI-SARS-CoV-2
virus. The LAMP assay failed to detect viral RNA in these
samples (data not shown).

LAMP performance with direct assay of NP swab samples
of patients with COVID-19

We then compared the efficacy of the LAMP assay with a
qRT-PCR using clinical samples. We used COVID-19

A

B

C

FIGURE 4

Sensitivity and specificity of jLAMP.A) Limits of detec-
tion of jLAMP in various VTM spiked with HI-SARS-
CoV-2. Data were compiled from multiple indepen-
dent experiments. B) jLAMP sensitivity in UTM and
VTM at low viral copy numbers. C) False-positive (no
viral RNA) frequency in different swab sample trans-
port media: VTM, UTM, or saline. Positive controls
(1) contained HI-SARS-CoV-2 at �260 copies. The
single positive in saline is marked with an asterisk.
One sampleoutof 60yields a1.66% false-positiveper-
centage. Positive reactionswere determined by lackof
color detection and comparison to controls by visual
inspection against a white background.
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samples from patients that were designated as positive using
a sensitive 2-gene qRT-PCR assay (Altona). 13 In this initial
diagnostic PCR assay, a portion of the swab sample was sub-
jected to RNA extraction protocol, concentrated 10-fold
after RNA extraction, and a 10-ml RNA volume was added
to the qRT-PCR master mix. In contrast, the jLAMP assay
uses 2 ml of direct sample, circumventing the RNA extrac-
tion and concentration steps. We expected lower sensitivity
relative to the qRT-PCR, as the jLAMP assay uses 503 less
starting material than the qRT-PCR assay, with further loss
of sensitivity due to the use of UTM (Fig. 4B) and other fac-
tors mentioned above. Figure 6 displays jLAMP test results
from each of the samples from patients positive for COVID-
19 against the corresponding Ct values from a second qRT-
PCR assay using the CDC N gene primer set. The jLAMP
successfully detected RNA in 23 of the 30 original positive
samples. Sensitivity tapered off below 157 RNA copies,
while still detecting about 17.4 copies (Ct5 36.2); the assay
failed to detect genome numbers below 10 copies in these
patient samples. We note that 4 of LAMP-negative samples
were also negative using CDC N gene qRT-PCR, likely
because of the lack of RNA concentration after purification,
the lowered amount of test volume, or the heat inactivation
of these samples. We also tested 30 negative COVID-19
patient samples; all but one tested negative in the LAMP
reactions. Interestingly, this solitary sample was retested
using qRT-PCR and found to be a false negative (Ct 5
37.2; data not shown).

LAMP primer specificity

We conducted an in silico analysis to determine the organ-
ism exclusivity and specificity of the DW LAMP primer
set. We aligned the primer sequences to 41,858 high-
quality genomes from the NCBI Virus SARS-CoV-2 data
hub that contained the LAMP assay primer region in the
N gene from RefSeq NC_045512.2 (see Materials and
Methods). The sequence identity for all 6 LAMP primers
in this alignment was 99.8% or greater, and the per-base
mismatches for the last 5 nucleotides of each primer were
quantified. The greatest frequency of mismatches is within
the FIP primer at the24 position, which should be well tol-
erated. It is therefore likely that this primer set will detect all
sequence variants of SARS-CoV-2 (as of December 9,
2020), although some variants may amplify with less effi-
ciency. However, all 6 LAMP primers also have partial or
complete sequence identity with the SARS coronavirus
ZJ01. This implies that patients with SARS-CoV from
the original pandemic in 2003 could test positive with
this assay. Only 1 primer (Wang LB) had partial sequence
identity with MERS-CoV, which is insufficient to generate
LAMP products. We confirmed the in silico analysis using
the LAMP primer set using RNA from SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV. Finally, to control for false positives stemming
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jLAMP assay optimization. A) jLAMP sensitivity in COVID-
19–negative NP swab samples. In total, 13 COVID-19 negative sam-
ples were spiked with serially diluted heat-inactivated SARS-CoV-2.
Percent positive samples are plotted against the corresponding RNA
copy values; LAMP reactions were performed with LAMPshade
Magenta. Each bar represents the percent positivity rate for 13 samples
in duplicate. B) Saliva sample testing for LAMP performance. In total,
8 normal saliva samples were spiked with 23 copies of heat-
inactivated SARS-CoV-2 (n5 10). Percent positive for each saliva sam-
ple is displayed relative to a water control.
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COVID-19 patient nasal swab quantification and jLAMP test results.
SARS-CoV-2–positive NP swabs in UTM were LAMP tested (n 5

30). Each sample was assayed in triplicate, and all data points are
shown in the plot. Each data point is assigned a sample number (x
axis) ranked by Ct value. qRT-PCR Ct values obtained from the CDC
Ngene primer set are reported based on assays after heat inactivation.
LAMP positive samples are represented by clear circles, and negative
samples are displayed as red.
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from other organisms expected to be present within patient
swabs, we used a respiratory control panel of bacteria and
viruses obtained from Zeptometrix (data not shown). Con-
trols included adenovirus type 1, adenovirus type 3, adeno-
virus type 31, C. pneumoniae, influenza A H1N1 pandemic,
influenza H3N2, metapneumovirus type 8, Mycoplasma
pneumoniae, parainfluenza type 1, parainfluenza type 4,
and rhinovirus type 1A, Bordetella parapertussis, Bordetella
pertussis, coronavirus HKU-1, coronavirus NL63, coronavi-
rus OC43, influenza A H1N1, influenza B, parainfluenza
type 2, parainfluenza type 3, and Respiratory syncytial virus
type A. The LAMP assay was negative with these control
panels, yielding no cross-specificity from these pathogens.

LAMP master mix stability

To simplify deployment logistics, we sought to create a sta-
ble master mix of our LAMP components to which only
test sample is applied. The master mix could then be pre-
pared and frozen for later use at a near-patient testing
site. We screened a panel of 11 cryoprotectants, testing
both assay interference and cryoprotective ability. The
panel included various disaccharides (sucrose, maltose, tre-
halose at 12.5–50%), glycerol (12.5–50%), polyethylene
glycol 400 (12.5–50%), polyethylene glycol 200
(12.5–50%), proline (0.5–2 M), ethylene glycol
(12.5–50%), lithium sulfate (0.25–1 M), sodium malonate

(0.85–1.7 M), and 1-methyl 2,4 pentanediol (12.5–50%).
Surprisingly, we found the least assay interference and best
stability in formulations that had none of these cryoprotec-
tants. The original master mix is stable for at least 4 wk
when stored at220�C without loss of sensitivity (Fig. 7A).

LAMP with sample integrity control primers for RNAseP
(RPP30) and 18S rRNA

To determine RNA presence and integrity in COVID-19
patient samples, an appropriate control assay should be
applied to all negative sample reads. The human RPP30
and 18S rRNA genes are highly expressed and have been
used as sequence targets for sample integrity tests.We tested
sets of LAMP primers for both RPP30 and 18S rRNA and
validated them using human HEK293 cells as a biomimic
for patient cells transferred from nasal swabs. Figure 7B
shows that both of these primer sets can detect as low as
2 HEK293 cells per assay. We quantified the RNA tran-
script level in HEK293 cells using qRT-PCR and deter-
mined that 2 cells contain approximately 19 copies of
RPP30 RNA.

DISCUSSION

Robust, accurate, and inexpensive COVID-19 diagnostic
tests are a cornerstone of pandemic management strategies.
RT-LAMP is a simple viable alternative to the standard

A
92.8 46.4 23.2 11.6 5.8 2.9

RPP30

18S rRNA

unfrozen control

–20 °C; two weeks 

–20 °C; four weeks 

20 10 2
cells

RNA copies

B

FIGURE 7

LAMP master mix storage stability and integrity con-
trols. A) Tube labels with 2-fold serial dilutions of
SARS-CoV-2 from 92.8 to 2.9 copies: top, unfrozen
control; middle, 220�C storage for 2 wk; bottom,
220�C storage for 4 wk. B) LAMP assays for RPP30
and 18S rRNA as sample integrity controls. RPP30
(RNaseP subunit) and 18S rRNA LAMP primers
were tested on HEK293 mammalian cells at 20, 10,
and 2 cells per tube in duplicate.
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qRT-PCR and can fill the need for a complementary
COVID-19 test in near-patient venues without the need
for expensive instruments and highly trained personnel.
In addition, RT-LAMP can be less expensive and does
not compete with the qRT-PCR reagent supply chain.
We describe here the jLAMP assay, which uses novel color-
imetric pH indicators, LAMPshade Violet and LAMPshade
Magenta. The jLAMP assay using these dyes can be used
without RNA extraction and is sensitive, specific, robust,
simple, and inexpensive.

The use of pH indicators in LAMP assays was pio-
neered by Tanner and colleagues at New England Biolabs,
who leveraged the large change in pH that occurs during
the LAMP reaction from pH 8.5 to pH 6–6.5. 5 Although
Phenol Red is the most popular colorimetric LAMP indica-
tor, it has several disadvantages. First, Phenol Red has rela-
tively high pKa 5 8.0, which is close to the starting pH of
the LAMP assay. This makes the indicator sensitive to
acidic samples even in the absence of DNA amplification.
Phenol Red undergoes a gradual color transition from
pink above pH 8.2 to yellow below pH 6.8. This decrease
in one color (pink) and increase in the other color (yellow)
can lead to ambiguous color determination and, therefore,
interpretation of test results. Finally, the Phenol Red exhib-
its poor fluorescence properties, limiting use to colorimetric
assays. In contrast, the LAMPshade dyes exhibit lower pKa

values, show a colored-to-colorless transition, and can
be used as either colorimetric or fluorescence indicators
(Fig. 1C), depending on the availability of instrumentation
or desire to eliminate qualitative visual readouts. Other col-
orimetric dyes have also been used as LAMP readouts,
including leuco Crystal Violet, 16 Calcein, 17 and Hydrox-
ynaphthol Blue, 18 which detect double-stranded DNA or
Mg21. Nevertheless, these dyes yield results that are argu-
ably more ambiguous than the pH-based assays using Phe-
nol Red or the LAMPshade dyes.

A critical step in simplifying COVID-19 testing is
avoiding the purification of RNA as the first step. This
eliminates time, cost, and supply-chain bottlenecks for
RNA purification reagents and kits. We quantified the
loss of detection sensitivity in direct sample assays on
treated samples using HCoV-229E as a proxy for SARS-
CoV-2. The direct assay showed 70% sensitivity relative
to the purified RNA, likely reflecting some inaccessibility
of the encapsulated viral RNA in direct sampling using
qRT-PCR. RNA purification also serves to inactivate the
virus, allowing for increased laboratory safety. We tested a
30-min, 65�C heat inactivation and achieved 33% sensitiv-
ity relative to nonheated samples. Although this heat treat-
ment is sufficient to inactivate SARS-CoV-2, 19 it may
allow degradation of RNA and loss of sensitivity. Heat
treatment at 98�C has been shown to improve sensitivity

in LAMP assays. 20 An additional caveat here is that
HCoV-229E may not behave as SARS-CoV-2 in direct
assays, as others have reported 97% sensitivity with a similar
heat treatment. 14 Regardless, our data are consistent with
others that direct assays and heat inactivation both support
successful RT-LAMP assays, with less sensitivity relative to
qRT-PCR using purified viral RNA. We consider this loss
of sensitivity a reasonable trade-off in circumventing the
disadvantages of RNA purification as a first step. Direct
SARS-CoV-2 LAMP assays have been previously tested
with varying degrees of success. 20–24

The jLAMP assay sensitivity is excellent, with 95%
LoD of 22.6 copies per assay (11.3 copies/ml) and a lower
limit of about 3 copies per assay (1.5 copies/ml) in normal
saline (Fig. 4A). This analytical sensitivity matches the
CDC’s 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel
with an LoD of 10 copies/ml 25 (https://www.fda.gov/
media/134922/download). Vogels and colleagues 26

surveyed the performance of multiple qRT-PCR SARS-
CoV-2 primer sets used in testing worldwide and deter-
mined that the best primers detected 1 copy/ml at 25%
frequency and 10 copies/ml at 25–50% frequency.
Although their assay conditions were less than optimal,
the jLAMP assay described here performed similarly at
these very low copy numbers (Fig. 5A).

We note that the LoD values are analytical sensitivity
measurements and not a measure of clinical performance.
In clinical samples, the jLAMP assay had a working sensi-
tivity of about 10 copies/ml, which again is comparable to
other routinely used clinical diagnostic COVID-19 tests.
This level of sensitivity should be adequate if used in a
high-frequency surveillance testing regimen, for which
absolute sensitivity may be less important than other factors
such as testing frequency. Testing for clinical diagnosis may
be used to manage patient care, whereas the goal of surveil-
lance testing is to identify and sequester infectious individ-
uals. Larremore et al. have argued that for detection of the
viral N gene RNA, those people whose samples contain less
than 10,000 copies/ml are unlikely to have transmissible lev-
els of virus. 27 They advocate that a strategy of more fre-
quent testing and fast reporting times largely eliminates
the advantages of those tests detecting better than 1000
copies/ml. Therefore, jLAMP vastly exceeds this criterion
for use in population surveillance with frequent testing.

The specificity and exclusivity are important factors in
diagnostic assays as low performance can lead to false-
positive readouts. The jLAMP assay with the current
primer set is predicted to detect all sequence variants of
SARS-CoV-2. Accumulation of mutations in the SARS-
CoV-2 population within these primer regions could ren-
der these primers dysfunctional. Fortunately, mutational
mismatches in the middle or 5' ends of the long, stable
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LAMP primers often have little effect on annealing and
assay performance, resulting in higher mismatch tolerance
than typically obtained with shorter PCR primers. Regard-
less, monitoring the frequency and distribution of relevant
sequence variants should be an ongoing effort to ensure
assay integrity. We have also screened a control panel of
bacteria and viruses associated with respiratory illness and
determined that the jLAMP assay excludes these common
organisms. The primers used here do have significant
homology to the original SARS-CoV virus, however, and
we show that RNA from that virus is detected by the
jLAMP assay; the exceedingly low prevalence of SARS-
CoV infection minimizes the significance of this assay
crosstalk. In addition to the possibility of off-target tem-
plates, false positives also arise in LAMP reactions from
primer self-constructed amplicons, analogous to primer-
dimer formation in PCR. We have determined that the
jLAMP yields a false positivity (nonspecific amplification)
rate of 1.66% at our defined endpoint (Fig. 4C). Finally,
LAMP reactions can generate as much as 10–15 mg of
DNA per reaction tube, which is 50 times that typically
amplified in a PCR reaction. This leads to higher risk of
bench and instrument contamination, which can also
increase false positivity. LAMP assay workflows should
avoid steps that require multiple additions to the reaction
vessel.

Our intention was to create an inexpensive assay that
was simple enough to be deployed outside of a complex
centralized diagnostic laboratory. To this end, LAMP assays
require only a limited number of reagents and a constant
heat source. Although developed with standard laboratory
pipettors and benchtop thermocyclers, we have also dem-
onstrated equivalent assay performance using an inexpen-
sive water bath (,$70; Amazon), and disposable glass
micropipettes (Drummond). The master mix is stable at
220�C and in the dark for at least 4 wk and can be divided
into aliquots into test vessels before field use. Cost and
speed are also critical considerations in filling the need for
frequent testing strategies. We have calculated the cost of
disposable components of jLAMP to be about $2.88 per
sample ($0.52/plastic, $0.37/Bst2.0 polymerase, $1.39/
Warmstart Reverse Transcriptase, $0.08/RNAse Inhibitor,
$0.48/deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates, $0.02/oligonu-
cleotides, $0.02/dye). This cost would double if the integ-
rity control (RPP30 or 18S rRNA) is to be run in parallel.
The assay can be completed in less than 1 hour from sample
addition to readout, which is a considerable time savings
over most PCR tests.

Although we validated the jLAMP assay using clinical
NP swab samples, NP swabbing poses several challenges.
These include swab expense and availability, the need for
trained personnel, increased exposure to healthcare

personnel, and discomfort to patients. Saliva sampling
can circumvent many of these problems and has been
shown to perform as well or better than NP swab samples
in COVID-19 testing. 28 We were unable to obtain
COVID-19 patient saliva samples to validate this approach
using jLAMP. However, using normal saliva spiked with
SARS-CoV-2, we show that the jLAMP assay can support
direct testing of saliva (Fig. 5B). The cumulative percent
positivity from all 8 saliva samples yields a frequency of
55% at 23 copies per assay. This is somewhat higher
than the percent positivity obtained from the same copy
presented to normal UTM nasal swabs at 46% (Fig. 4B).
This suggests that the assay may perform as well with saliva,
if not better than NP swabs in UTM.However, this is a low
sample trial, and more work is needed to validate this
approach using clinical saliva samples. We have collabo-
rated with M. Rosbash’s laboratory (Brandeis University),
who has found that some saliva samples are unsuitable for
direct LAMP assays using LAMPshade Violet, and further
RNA purification is needed to prevent an increase in false
positives (data coordinately published).
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